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Chapter 1441: The Island 

 

〖It is pretty much exactly at you said.〗Silveria who also did her calculation confirmed. 

  

''That is great. The reason why not many like to fly in the sky after reaching the Grandmaster's Realm is 

simply because flying all time can be exhausting, not only for your one's stamina, one's mana will quickly 

decrease and for those with a small mana pool they don't like to fly but will rather rely on a movement 

skill, this is low-cost inducing and more powerful. As for moving through space, it is more mana costly. 

With this Sin I can move around faster and more efficiently, more importantly, it is cooler moving this 

way.'' Alex flashed a smile at the end of his sentence prompting Silveria in the Heaven Soaring Shuttle 

form to roll her eyes at her master and man. 

After arriving at this conclusion and messing around for a while, Alex did another few tests before finally 

stopping, having achieved his first goal, finally, it was time for the second one. 

"Now to test its attack power" 

He descended and then landed on the ground. The flying shuttle hovered in front of him. With a 

thought, 

Whoosh! 

Six blades of shards detached themselves from the Heaven Soaring Shuttle. Each of these blade shards 

was curved and extremely thin. 

"According to Silveria, each of these blade shards is quite powerful is extremely suitable for me to use. 

Oh yeah, she also said that the entire soaring shuttle can disassemble with a thought.'' 

Immediately Alex tried doing so. Suddenly there was a whooshing sound... 

Whoosh! 

And the Heaven Soaring Shuttle instantly spread out into pieces. 

The densely packed thin and small blade pieces hovered in midair. 

365 blade pieces in total. 

The entire soaring shuttle seemed to have been made of them. 

As if the current sin, the Sin of Greed's Heaven Soaring Shuttle was forged 

via special means using these 365 blade pieces. 

This is surely going to be fun. 

Alex felt burdened by the 365 blades and quickly reduced them to six which seemed to be his limit. He 

could perfectly control them like the extension of his hands.  



From then on he played with the six blades, cutting, slashing, and trying various techniques. He played 

until late in the night before going back. 

°°°°I think you should take a look at 

Sunlight comes as woven strands, free and united, flowing into a day it reveals and solidifies, making the 

world of our nightly dreams something so beautiful. Each tree is a masterpiece, each wand of grass 

something magical. And this is our world, our everyday world, the present with each rise of the sun that 

we can marvel at or ignore; the choice is ours, as it always was. 

The couple woke up and got ready to depart. Silveria observed the sun and mumbled. 

''How often we see the dawn and take for granted the sun, that we see the blackness become a vista, 

the world we love, our home... yet after that, do we think of the light and how it brings our world to life? 

Do we think of how it shows us color instead of only grey and warms us from our skin to our core, 

ignites our thoughts to beauty, inviting that light and warmth to enter our hearts also, before 

respectfully giving us time to dream, to accept it as part of ourselves if we wish.... yet always giving us 

the moon and stars. So, this dawn, as the blackish greens take on their vibrant and verdant hues, I let it 

soak in a little deeper. As the sky changes from charcoal to soft dove grey I already cherish the blue that 

is to come. For the dawn is the invitation to the day, to the gift that is present if we dare to see it fully 

and to love it with all that we are.''  

''The sun rises as a canopy of gold, bright amid the blue, bidding the stars to take their nightly rest. As 

darkness surrenders, every color changes from tinges of charcoal to vibrancy. There are days I wonder 

what we give in return for such gifts of divine magic; perhaps it is our love, perhaps we radiate it into 

space; perhaps that is our connection to creation beyond the borders of our world, our reality. Perhaps 

inside I too am gold, a bright flame that burns for another kind. For me, that's a thought as warm as any 

bright new day, one that tickles my mind as much as my heart.'' Alex mumbled after Silveria before the 

latter vanished and Alex disappeared, going where his mother-in-law sent him to get his second reward. 

The coordinates were integrated Into his mind and he was directly sent to that place, bypassing all 

restrictions. 

A few moments later he appeared before what appeared to be an island, this island gave a weird vibe. 

His senses were affected, Alex had the feeling that this place was hiding something. 

Just what secrets did this island behold? 

Trees were abundant, flowers were colorful, vines were everywhere... the forest seemed to be full of 

life. 

But there just weren't any animals. 

Alex carefully advanced step by step. 

Around a hundred meters away from him was a pink flower. This flower was even larger than a sink, 

much larger than the flowers near it. It was also much more bright. 

At that moment Alex slowly advanced towards that flower step by step. As he became closer and closer, 

he finally arrived. 



"What a bright flower,'' Alex observed a bit and then turned his head as he continued, he couldn't use 

his appraisal skill.  

And right when he took two steps-- 

Whoosh! 

The bright, pink flower that was larger than a sink ferociously opened up wide. With its now three to 

four-meter wide diameter, this gigantic flower explosively shot toward Alex like lightning. As if a cover 

fell from the sky, it directly covered him as it tried to swallow him whole. 

After entering this misty island, he never let down his guard and was always in his utmost state of 

cautiousness. 

"Hm?" A cold light flashed through his heterochromia eyes. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 
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''You are right and how is your arm?" Silveria asked with a look of concern. In that clash, Alex was 

injured almost breaking an arm. Although he possessed a powerful regenerative ability, it was still 

painful and it took a little bit of time to heal broken bones. 

''Don't worry, I have healed.'' Alex caressed Silveria's hair softly, transmitting his thoughts, his affection, 

showing how much he cared about this silver-haired beauty who unknowingly had found a place inside 

his heart. She sneaked in and from now on wouldn't leave, he was grateful for this. 

At first, he recalled she didn't go easy on him, so much he even considered throwing her but all these 

memories forged today's relationship. Since the beginning of his otherworldly adventure, she was 

present and accompanied him, so it was no surprise they ended up together. 

''What are you thinking about?" Silveria couldn't help but ask this as Alex seemed lost in thoughts. 

''Nothing serious.'' Alex shook his head and got ready to leave. 

''I'll go up and take a look, I can't just stay here forever.'' 

Silveria nodded before vanishing. Alex who had recovered used the Sin of Greed. 

Immediately four flowing lights immediately started rotating. As if they became a drill, they directly 

pierced the rocks above him. Alex put his hands together above his head and charged upwards! 

Chi~ Chi~ 

Going straight up ahead! 

Naturally, Alex purposefully took a different path from before when he dug down. He didn't want to get 

attacked by the willow tree king right when he popped his head out of the ground after all. He would 

have been pretty dumb if he were to commit such a mistake. 

"AH!" 



Suddenly, a voice of pain carried from the surface of the ground. Dirt was a good medium for sound to 

travel through and Alex had amazing hearing. 

"This is someone's voice?" Alex's eyes flashed with shock. 

"There are people on this misty island?" He thought but upon further thinking, it wouldn't be weird if 

there were other people on the island beside him. It was not like he owned the place. 

〖Let's go see who is this person.〗 

''Hmm!" Alex nodded. 

Whoosh! 

Alex didn't dare to move too quickly. The closer he got to the surface, the more he slowed down. At the 

same time, his restrained Divine Sense still worked and has already spread out to an 80-meter radius. 

After that, he silently popped his head out, which happened to be in the middle of a bush. 

"Eh?" Alex immediately saw a muscular around two meters, who was completely covered in black, in the 

distance. 

As of now, the muscular man's face was pale and some blood could be seen at the sides of his mouth. 

However, his eyes were full of light. 

"Cough!!" 

The man coughed out two mouthfuls of fresh blood as he stared at the largest willow tree in the 

distance. When Alex saw this, he couldn't help but think to himself. 

"Looks like this man has experienced the special part of this willow tree and got beat up" 
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"It's me, leader!" The muscular man took a communication stone and said full of excitement to the one 

on the other side. 

"Gregory, what is it?" The one at the end of the line, a man asked. 

"We've struck gold, I have found willow trees on the misty island. The Lord will be happy. I have found a 

dozen of them.'' 

''What? Quickly elaborate.'' The other party urged the man to continue and give more explanation which 

he happily did. 

''This misty island is extremely peculiar. There aren't any monsters living on it, but there are spirits of 

mana. Just before, I'd already discovered three plants that seemed to resemble Magic trees. Those 

plants almost heavily injured me. I've already discovered 12 of them, and I believe that there are over 12 

spirits of mana on this entire misty island. There'll be more" 

''I believe once we move all of these spirits of mana away, we'll be rich, getting a good resource for our 

force." 

Just one spirit of mana is worth a lot. 



Don't even talk about its price, talking about its price is insulting the spirit of mana. 

This treasure. 

No power is willing to sell it because it can be used to strengthen yourself or your force. 

"Spirits of mana in plants like willow trees are special. The Thousand-year willow heart that everyone 

knew about back then, was the core of a willow tree's spirit of mana." The man followed. His 

explanation didn't end there. 

"According to what I know, that willow tree only had a diameter of one meter. Here, there are nine 

willow trees, with the thinnest one having a diameter of one meter. The biggest one has a diameter of 

over three meters." 

Even regular willow trees with large diameters exist. 

But once a willow tree develops a spirit of mana, they are different from regular ones. These spirits of 

mana have "spirits", so they are capable of simple attacks and defense. The more powerful the spirit of 

nature is, the more it is worth. 

"If I was just a bit slower just now, I would've died to the biggest willow tree's spirit of mana. Thankfully I 

had my Chaos armor.'' The muscular man explained face still filled with fear. However, he didn't stop his 

explanation and continued. 

"That thousand-year willow heart back then has many benefits after using it. The first is that I can 

greatly improve the life force of one's cells, increasing the body's regeneration speed by many times. 

Second Body fitness level will also leap up and thirdly not last your mana pool will be increased upon 

using them.'' 

"And that's just a thousand-year willow heart. I estimate... that the willow tree in front of me that has a 

diameter of over three meters has a 'Ten thousand year willow heart.'' 

''Just this one willow tree king is a priceless treasure.'' The muscular man was extremely excited. 

"However, I am not this willow tree king's opponent, it is why I thought I have to report this and seek 

assistance." 

Of course, to obtain the willow heart, you have to cut down the willow tree! 

''I understand, I shall send a force to help you harvest them.'' The man on the other side said as last, he 

could hardly hide his excitement. After declaring this the man hung up while the muscular man couldn't 

hide his joy, grinning as he imagined his bright future because of this discovery. 

Alex who heard everything smiled, his smile was extremely evil, so evil that the muscular man shivered 

even without detecting Alex's position. 

The shameless man is about to strike again and of course, someone is going to suffer. 

Unbeknownst to the muscular man, his happiness would soon turn into despair. 
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Even regular willow trees with large diameters exist. 

But once a willow tree develops a spirit of mana, they are different from regular ones. These spirits of 

mana have "spirits", so they are capable of simple attacks and defense. The more powerful the spirit of 

nature is, the more it is worth. 

"If I was just a bit slower just now, I would've died to the biggest willow tree's spirit of mana. Thankfully I 

had my Chaos armor.'' The muscular man explained face still filled with fear. However, he didn't stop his 

explanation and continued. 

"That thousand-year willow heart back then has many benefits after using it. The first is that I can 

greatly improve the life force of one's cells, increasing the body's regeneration speed by many times. 

Second Body fitness level will also leap up and thirdly not last your mana pool will be increased upon 

using them.'' 

"And that's just a thousand-year willow heart. I estimate... that the willow tree in front of me that has a 

diameter of over three meters has a 'Ten thousand year willow heart.'' 

''Just this one willow tree king is a priceless treasure.'' The muscular man was extremely excited. 

"However, I am not this willow tree king's opponent, it is why I thought I have to report this and seek 

assistance." 

Of course, to obtain the willow heart, you have to cut down the willow tree! 

''I understand, I shall send a force to help you harvest them.'' The man on the other side said as last, he 

could hardly hide his excitement. After declaring this the man hung up while the muscular man couldn't 

hide his joy, grinning as he imagined his bright future because of this discovery. 

Alex who heard everything smiled, his smile was extremely evil, so evil that the muscular man shivered 

even without detecting Alex's position. 

The shameless man is about to strike again and of course, someone is going to suffer. 

Unbeknownst to the muscular man, his happiness would soon turn into despair. 

Alex returned to his previous location. 

??? 

Meanwhile in another location on another floor. 

In an advanced meeting room. The floor was made out of black marble and the golden conference table 

was around 10 meters long. There were a total of five black chairs with extremely delicate engravings on 

them. And right now, on these five chairs, sat five people! Four men and one woman. 

Suddenly-- 

The sound of someone's footsteps echoed around the conference room, like water dripping from a 

fountain. The five people looked towards the main door. 

"They're here" the white with silver hair smiled as he sat on the main seat. 



A mysterious person who was covered in black clothes walked forward step by step. And beside him was 

a savage, burly brute who was carrying a shield on his back and a gigantic blade in one hand. The other 

person beside him was a man who was extremely pale and skinny. He had two daggers on his waist. 

The three of them entered the conference, making the entire room a bit gloomy. 

The leading black-robed man's eyes were as deep and dark as the sea... 

The fivemen immediately stood up from their seats as they welcomed these three powerful people. 

They talked about the recent discovery on the Misty Island. 

''We will head over and harvest these treasures.'' One of the powerful men declared and the others 

nodded. 

°°° 

One hour later. 

Alex quietly popped his head out from a bush: "Hm? Where's that man named Gregory?" 

It was currently nighttime, the thick mist was everywhere. Even though the willow trees' spirits of mana 

caused the mist in the area to lighten up a bit, even Alex could barely see past a distance of 200 meters. 

And the image of Gregory was not within that distance. 

"I'll just wait slowly since they definitely will come back here.'' 

Half of Alex's head was above the ground as he watched the nine willow trees in the distance. 

Slowly waited... 

His Divine Sense spread out to a 100-meter radius, cautiously watching his surroundings. 

... 

After a while-- 

RUMBLE! 

Sonic booms rang in the sky, and Alex quickly turned his head towards the sky. 

At this time, a disc-shaped flying ship was hovering in the skies of the misty island. As it hovered, its 

hatch directly opened. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Black-clothed man Lloyd, the savage man Connan, and the skinny man Ethan. The three of them directly 

jumped down from midair, and they swiftly fell to the ground. 

"Wow, those people are here." Alex let out a smile. He could feel their powers even from a distance and 

every one of them is powerful Demigods, one of them is at the False God realm, the early False God 

realm. 

Suddenly there was another flying ship which appeared, it was a triangular-shaped flying ship. 



Inside the triangular ship. 

There were only two people in this jet fighter, and both of them were passengers. 

Out of the two people on the plane, one of them was extremely handsome. Even though he was 

wearing his battle uniform, he seemed to be out of this world. His face seemed to reveal that he was 

only around 25 years old, but his two eyes were as deep as the sea. He always had a smile on his face 

and seemed to be quite relaxed. 

He was one of the five numbers under Bahamut. Number 3. 

"The head sent you out too, looks like he's taking this island seriously" Number 3 looked at the person 

beside him. 

The mysterious person beside him also had a battle uniform on. 

But he was wearing a golden mask. 

"Number 3, if you take all of the spirits of nature on this island away, you can take all of the 30%." The 

golden-masked person's voice was low. 

"I don't care about these. Unless I have to... I won't do anything. But once I have to take action, we're 

going to have to split that 30%." 

Number 3 couldn't help but be overjoyed as he heard this. 

He's willing to give him all of the 30% if he doesn't do anything, isn't that too foolish... those are spirits 

of mana, something even their lord Bahamut takes seriously. 

Judging from what he could infer even without appraising this willow king tree, they aren't this tree 
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match. Well, he had just to sit and watch and reap the benefits of their hard work. As he thought of 

"Haha, no worries, I doubt there's anything I can't deal with on that island" Number 3 smiled. 

He, an existence surpassing the demigod level like Lloyd but more powerful. 

???? 

Alex listened closely and indeed heard a rumbling noise. 

"That's probably the new people landing on the ground after jumping out of the plane" Alex assumed. At 

the same time, he retracted his Divine Sense, shortening it from a 100-meter radius to just a 30-meter 

radius. Powerful rankers like demigods can sense the divine sense that scans across them. 

Suddenly-- 

Alex heard a faint sound of people talking coming from the mist far away. 

"Lloyd, up ahead is where the nine willow trees' spirits of nature are." Gregory's voice carried out of the 

mist as he spoke. 



"Spirits of mana usually aren't that powerful. Gregory, how come you can't deal with them.?" A gloomy 

sound rose. 

As they talked, they walked out of the thick mist. 

Alex's eyes squinted as he looked through the gaps of the grass. 

In front of the group was someone in black clothes. He looked quite peculiar. 

Gregory was talking beside him, and he was being respectful. 

Behind the black-robed man was a big savage brute and a white, skinny man. The savage brute and the 

skinny man didn't lower their heads in front of Gregory at all, which clearly showed that they weren't 

afraid of him. 

"Looks like the black-robed man is the head of these four people." Alex thought to himself. 

The images of the four people in the distance became clearer and clearer. 

"Deal with it? That willow tree king has a diameter of three meters. Back then, the willow tree that had 

the "thousand-year willow heart" only had a diameter of one meter. This willow tree king is much more 

powerful than that willow tree. In particular, its dark golden branches are extremely tough. Once 

someone gets caught in it, even if it's me, they'll die!" Gregory pointed to the nine willow trees that had 

the spirits of nature in the distance. 

"Over there!" 

Gregory and the others, at around a distance of 150 meters away from Alex, walked towards the nine 

willow trees. 

Since it was nighttime, there was lots of mist. 

Alex only popped half of his head out of the ground and was in a bush, so even Gregory, Lloyd, and the 

others didn't notice Alex's presence. 

"Only the four of them are going to go up against the willow tree king?" Alex watched silently. 

These four people want to cut down the willow tree king… probably not too realistic! 

Judging from what he could infer even without appraising this willow king tree, they aren't this tree 

match. Well, he had just to sit and watch and reap the benefits of their hard work. As he thought of this 

Alex had an evil smile on his face. 
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Alex heard a faint sound of people talking coming from the mist far away. 

"Lloyd, up ahead is where the nine willow trees' spirits of nature are." Gregory's voice carried out of the 

mist as he spoke. 

"Spirits of mana usually aren't that powerful. Gregory, how come you can't deal with them.?" A gloomy 

sound rose. 



As they talked, they walked out of the thick mist. 

Alex's eyes squinted as he looked through the gaps of the grass. 

In front of the group was someone in black clothes. He looked quite peculiar. 

Gregory was talking beside him, and he was being respectful. 

Behind the black-robed man was a big savage brute and a white, skinny man. The savage brute and the 

skinny man didn't lower their heads in front of Gregory at all, which clearly showed that they weren't 

afraid of him. 

"Looks like the black-robed man is the head of these four people." Alex thought to himself. 

The images of the four people in the distance became clearer and clearer. 

"Deal with it? That willow tree king has a diameter of three meters. Back then, the willow tree that had 

the "thousand-year willow heart" only had a diameter of one meter. This willow tree king is much more 

powerful than that willow tree. In particular, its dark golden branches are extremely tough. Once 

someone gets caught in it, even if it's me, they'll die!" Gregory pointed to the nine willow trees that had 

the spirits of nature in the distance. 

"Over there!" 

Gregory and the others, at around a distance of 150 meters away from Alex, walked towards the nine 

willow trees. 

Since it was nighttime, there was lots of mist. 

Alex only popped half of his head out of the ground and was in a bush, so even Gregory, Lloyd, and the 

others didn't notice Alex's presence. 

"Only the four of them are going to go up against the willow tree king?" Alex watched silently. 

These four people want to cut down the willow tree king… probably not too realistic! 

Judging from what he could infer even without appraising this willow king tree, they aren't this tree 

match. Well, he had just to sit and watch and reap the benefits of their hard work. As he thought of this 

Alex had an evil smile on his face. 

Unbeknownst to him, activating the seven sins has an aftereffect on top of being powerful. Each sin can 

affect its user depending on their sin. Greed will make you extremely greedy and it's currently what was 

happening to Alex. 

'I have to make good use of this opportunity.' Alex thought to himself. 

At the moment, Lloyd's face was ice cold. The sight of the silver javelins and the black daggers caused 

one to shiver. Even Gregory slightly squinted his eyes on the side. 

"Leave the willow tree king to me!" Lloyd's voice was cold as he commanded. 



"I'll attack the willow tree king. Gregory, Connan, Ethan, you three go in from the side and attack the 

other willow trees. Remember, your safety is the most important thing. After I get the willow tree king's 

full attention, you guys give everything you have and cut down the other willow trees." 

"Understood" Connan, the brute licked his lips. 

"Ok" Ethan slightly nodded in turn before finally came Gregory's turn. 

"Alright.'' 

Lloyd slightly smiled in response. 

Swoosh! 

His entire body was swiftly covered in a dark gray coating. Instantly, the dark gray coating covered his 

entire body, including his face. 

In other words, Lloyd's face was completely black too. His eyes, nose, and mouth were all sealed. One 

can deduce that Lloyd isn't afraid of any piercing attack from anyone below the level of existence 

surpassing the demigod level. 

"I feel like this man is a psychic, able to telekinesis like him under the Greed' Sin." 

Alex sighed as he witnessed this scene. 

"Alright, let's begin!" 

Lloyd's voice carried out. 

Whoosh! 

He then rushed towards the willow tree king like lightning. He was so fast that he was within 30 meters 

of the willow tree king in the blink of the eye. The willow tree king started angrily attacking, the large 

number of willow tree branches that virtually covered the sky and ground crazily swarmed around Lloyd, 

and the dark golden willow tree branches quickly joined the battle. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The muscular man Gregory, the skinny man Blood shadow Ethan, and Great Savage Connan left behind 

afterimages as they teamed up and charged toward a willow tree that had a diameter of around 1.8 

meters. A dark gray, flowing light extended on Gregory and Ethan's bodies, covering them completely. 

Both of them had Chaos Armor sets. Because they had Chaos Armor sets... the two of them didn't use 

any shields. 

"Three of the four have Chaos Armor sets?" Alex was confused as he watched from a distance. He 

thought every one of them would have one but unexpectedly Connan didn't have one. 

'Maybe it's because his body is tougher, more powerful than the others?' Alex hypothetized. 

Alex shook his head to discard any distracting thoughts as he focused his gaze forward. 

At that moment, all that could be seen was a dagger in each of Lloyd's hands and, at the same time, nine 

daggers were hovering behind him! 



Chi~ 

Chi~~ 

The branches were breaking quickly as soon as they charged out. 

The flying daggers easily cut through branch after branch. Soon enough, large amounts of dark golden 

willow tree branches covered Lloyd. He, whose entire body was covered by the Chaos Armor set, didn't 

use his eyes to fight. Rather than his eyes, he uses his spiritual force that was spread out to a 100-meter 

radius to observe his surroundings. 

"The dark golden branches aren't easy to mess with.'' Alex thought to himself from afar. 

Indeed! 

Chi~ 

Chi~ 

The hovering nine daggers struggled to cut through the dark golden branches. 

"Hmph!" 

Lloyd harrumphed as he used the daggers in each hand and his extraordinary speed. 

PU! PU! PU! 

He cut a few dozen dark golden branches in one breath. Right when he did that, he instantly charged out 

of the encirclement. This scene shocked Gregory, and completely stunned Alex in the distance! 

"Those dark golden branches are extremely tough. After I cut through one, I immediately retreated and 

went underground." Alex was stunned. 

He knew exactly how tough those dark golden branches were because he fought with them before! 

"Even Gregory can't cut through a few dozen in a moment." 

"How powerful are those daggers in his hands?" He wondered. 

"Oh yeah, the daggers controlled by his spiritual force seemed to struggle with those dark golden 

branches. It looks like his spiritual force isn't much stronger than mine." Alex thought to himself. 

〖I think those two daggers in his hands are way more powerful! This shows that he probably can bring 

out an astonishing amount of strength through his force exertions.〗Silveria suddenly added, revealing 

his thoughts. 

'You are right, I have also thought the same thing just now.' Alex responded telepathically to Silveria. 

It could said that Alex was happy with Silveria participating. This means she has always been attentive to 

everything around her since they became lovers. Something he much appreciated. 

'I must learn from this fight.' Alex vowed. 

"Alright, the trunk is quite tough!" 
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At the exact instant, Lloyd charged out the encirclement and approached the willow tree king. 

"OPEN!" 

The daggers in his hand cruelly slashed into the trunk of the willow tree king. 

Chi~ Chi~ 

The daggers were only able to slash through six to seven cm before stopping. 

Little drops of green fluid slowly seeped out of the trunk's wound. 

Siiiii~ 

BOOM~ 

The originally spread-out dark golden branches that were after the other people were finally enraged. 

Nearly 10,000 willow tree branches crazily danced as they surrounded Lloyd from every direction. 

Whoosh! 

Lloyd ferociously charged outwards as he swung his hands at the same time. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The two black arms suddenly enlarged, giving Lloyd a pair of eight-meter-long black arms. Both of his 

black hands held daggers as they swung towards the willow branches. 

As if they were opening a door, the seven to eight-meter-long black arms directly split apart the willow 

tree branches into two sides. 

Whoosh! 

Lloyd instantly dashed out. Even though the dark golden branches immediately wrapped around the 

black arms, the black arms instantly slipped out of the large amounts of dark golden branches like 

noodles. 

"Alright, the trunk is quite tough!" 

Lloyd stood around 150 meters away from the willow tree king. He walked around the other willow 

trees and, while doing so, a silverish-gray javelin appeared in his hand. 

"Break through!!!" 

His face was fierce as he let out a roar. He held the silverish-gray javelin with one hand and his entire 

body instantly turned into the shape of a bow. His right arm's biceps bulged through the black skin. On 

the tip of the silverish-gray javelin were some screw threads. He then threw it like lightning while 

sprinting. 

A stream of lightning! 

A rotating stream of lightning! That javelin was indeed rotating as it flew! 
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Lloyd ferociously charged outwards as he swung his hands at the same time. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The two black arms suddenly enlarged, giving Lloyd a pair of eight-meter-long black arms. Both of his 

black hands held daggers as they swung towards the willow branches. 

As if they were opening a door, the seven to eight-meter-long black arms directly split apart the willow 

tree branches into two sides. 

Whoosh! 

Lloyd instantly dashed out. Even though the dark golden branches immediately wrapped around the 

black arms, the black arms instantly slipped out of the large amounts of dark golden branches like 

noodles. 

"Alright, the trunk is quite tough!" 

Lloyd stood around 150 meters away from the willow tree king. He walked around the other willow 

trees and, while doing so, a silverish-gray javelin appeared in his hand. 

"Break through!!!" 

His face was fierce as he let out a roar. He held the silverish-gray javelin with one hand and his entire 

body instantly turned into the shape of a bow. His right arm's biceps bulged through the black skin. On 

the tip of the silverish-gray javelin were some screw threads. He then threw it like lightning while 

sprinting. 

A stream of lightning! 

A rotating stream of lightning! That javelin was indeed rotating as it flew. 

The large amounts of dark golden branches wanted to block it, but the javelin was way too fast. Only 

three dark golden branches managed to touch it, and then the stream of light stabbed into the willow 

tree king's trunk. 

BUZZ~ 

If drilling through a wooden plank, it blew up ferociously. 

Chi~ Chi~ 

The entire javelin sank into the willow tree king's trunk, and a little bit of the tip of the javelin even 

popped out of the other side. 



Alex gasped as he watched from afar. 

He never would've thought that... 

Such a powerful slash. Lloyd's slash with his dagger just now couldn't even cut through 10 cm, and the 

willow tree king's diameter is 3 meters. But now, Catalan's javelin managed to pierce through the entire 

trunk! 

This is too terrifying! 

RUMBLE~ 

The entire willow tree king started shaking crazily and, at the same time, the dark golden branches 

started crazily dancing as they surrounded Lloyd. 

"Attack the other willow trees.'' Lloyd roared. 

"Okay" 

Gregory, Connan, and Ethan all surrounded a willow tree on the side. Without the help from the willow 

tree king... this willow tree with a diameter of only 1.8 meters had no chance against these three 

powerful fighters. 

Only after a few seconds. 

BOOM! 

The gigantic willow tree fell. 

"Take the thousand-year willow heart" Gregory, Connan, and Ethan simultaneously smashed the trunk. 

BOOM~ 

Woodchips flew up and a heartmoving green piece flew up with them. 

"It's the thousand-year willow heart.'' Gregory and the others were overjoyed. 

°°° 

Alex also saw that green thing. Since Gregory and the others weren't attacking the trunk anymore and 

were charging at the green thing, one could conclude-- that's the thousand-year-willow heart! 

"A thousand-year willow heart that can raise fitness level and regeneration, and it's a spirit of nature 

from a willow tree with a diameter of 1.8 meters" 

Alex's eyes let out a light that had never been let out before. His greed has been fully ignited. 

"That's mine!!!" 

Whoosh! 

The formless spiritual force instantly extended. It extended so quickly that its speed was comparable to 

teleportation. The spiritual force instantly wrapped around the thousand-year willow heart. 



As it wrapped around. Alex's spiritual force naturally invaded the area where Lloyd's spiritual force was 

spread out, so naturally he found out. 

Whoosh! 

With the spiritual force, it instantly retracted! The green thing instantly flew towards Alex. 

"What?!" Lloyd discovered Alex's spiritual force. However, it still took him a very short time to react to 

the fact that there was a spirit reader here. 

And right in that short instant-- 

The green light was only 80 meters away from Alex. 

"Retract" Lloyd also tried to pull it back using his spiritual force. 

Bang! 

The two formless spiritual forces collided. 

Whoosh! 

The green light immediately flew into the bush where Alex was, and Alex immediately dug underground 

as fast as possible. 

"No, the Thousand-year willow heart!" Gregory, Connan, and Ethan all charged over. 

Lloyd also flew over. 

The four powerful fighters stood on the grass as they looked at the inconspicuous hole in front of them. 

"The thousand-year willow heart was stolen" Connan and Ethan were enraged. 

"How come there are still people here?" Lloyd looked towards Gregory with anger. 

"How come you didn't notice this person's presence, Gregory? Are you messing with me?" 

Gregory was unable to respond and could only lower his head and bit his lower lip in frustration. 

Meanwhile, deep underground, Alex who was digging underground with astonishing speed, continued 

to dig past the rocky layer! 

"Thousand-year willow heart." He grasped the thousand-year willow heart with extreme passion and 

excitement. He continued. 

He pierced through layer after layer of rock as he continuously dug down, completely surpassing the 

depth of the original cave where he originally rested. He kept digging down as if his life depended on it. 

After Alexpast an area, the dirt and rock that were separated will automatically close itself. Because of 

this, it was hard to discover Luo Feng's tracks. 

"That Catalan is extremely powerful. I should keep digging deeper so it'll be harder for him to find me" 

Luo Feng kept digging down. 

"Wait" 



"When I fought over the thousand-year willow heart, my spiritual force met with Catalan's spiritual 

force. His spiritual force seemed to be slightly weaker than mine" After Alex thought of this, his speed 

unconsciously slowed down. 

PENG! 

Around 1,500 to 2,000 meters underground above an underground river, an image broke through the 

boulders and directly fell into the dark, underground river. 

Alex leaped up and landed on a rock beside the dark river. 

"There's a river like this so deep underground." He stood on the rock as he looked around the dark river, 

it was quite black and turbulent. The river was around 15 to 20 meters wide and there was nowhere to 

stand on in this entire tunnel where the river flowed. 

"There doesn't seem to be any water-type monsters in this underground river." Alex didn't find any. 

"I wonder where this river leads to?" 

Alex stood on the rock as he looked around and then shook his head. He then smashed into the rocky 

wall beside him. To Alex, those rocks were as soft as cheese. After smashing open a huge hole, three 

black throwing knives led the way in front and he quickly opened up a cave that was around 20 to 30 

meters away. 

This cave was only 20 to 30 meters away from the underground river. 

"Thousand year willow heart.'' Alex opened up his clenched left hand and looked at the green egg-

shaped crystal. This green crystal's structure was quite odd. It seemed as if there was a green liquid 

rippling inside the crystal. The sight of this thousand-year willow heart was stunning. 

Alex felt refreshed as he held this crystal. 

The Thousand Willow heart can increase regeneration and fitness level, mana, and in some fortunate 

cases every stat. 

''How do I use this thousand-year willow heart?" Alex thought to himself 

The thousand-year willow heart itself was extremely tough. 

Even a sharp blade would have trouble destroying it; you can eat something like this? 

''Can you help me?" Alex seeks help from Silveria and Nyx. 

〖It is used like this. The crystalline outside of the thousand-year willow heart is extraordinarily tough. 

The liquid inside is the thing you want. To use this, you pierce through the outside and then drink the 

liquid inside. Beware, do not swallow the crystal part.〗 

Alex let out a sigh of relief, good thing he asked. 

While Alex was sighing in relief Silveria continued with her explanation, she added. 

〖You'll feel extremely comfortable while consuming it and there will be no pain at all. As for how much 

your strength improves and how long it takes to improve, it's different for everyone.〗 



''I see, thank you for the explanation.'' Alex felt grateful for this explanation, without it he wouldn't have 

known how to use this treasure. 

Alex immediately acted after hearing Silveria's explanation. 

The green egg-shaped crystal floated in the air in front of him. At the same time, Reaper, one of his 

throwing knives drew across an arc as it directly stabbed into the surface of the green egg-shaped 

crystal. 

The tough crystalline outside was directly pierced through under Alex's deliberate attack. 

Gugu~ 

The liquid inside slowly flowed out from the crystal. However, this green liquid that was full of life was 

controlled by Alex's spiritual force and made to hover in front of him. 

"Come" 

He opened his mouth. 

Whoosh! 

This heart-moving essence of the thousand-year willow heart that was filled with limitless vitality 

directly flew into Alex's mouth under the control of his spiritual force. Even though the entire crystal was 

about the size of an egg, the essence inside could probably only fill up a small cup. 
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Alex let out a sigh of relief, good thing he asked. 

While Alex was sighing in relief Silveria continued with her explanation, she added. 

〖You'll feel extremely comfortable while consuming it and there will be no pain at all. As for how much 

your strength improves and how long it takes to improve, it's different for everyone.〗 

''I see, thank you for the explanation.'' Alex felt grateful for this explanation, without it he wouldn't have 

known how to use this treasure. 

Alex immediately acted after hearing Silveria's explanation. 

The green egg-shaped crystal floated in the air in front of him. At the same time, Reaper, one of his 

throwing knives drew across an arc as it directly stabbed into the surface of the green egg-shaped 

crystal. 

The tough crystalline outside was directly pierced through under Alex's deliberate attack. 

Gugu~ 

The liquid inside slowly flowed out from the crystal. However, this green liquid that was full of life was 

controlled by Alex's spiritual force and made to hover in front of him. 

"Come" 

He opened his mouth. 



Whoosh! 

This heart-moving essence of the thousand-year willow heart that was filled with limitless vitality 

directly flew into Alex's mouth under the control of his spiritual force. Even though the entire crystal was 

about the size of an egg, the essence inside could probably only fill up a small cup. 

He swallowed it all in one gulp. The essence flowed down his esophagus, which brought about a 'cool, 

relaxing' feeling around his entire body. It felt so good that it even seemed like his soul was shaking. 

Feels good! 

''Silveria said that there won't be any pain at all when consuming the thousand-year willow heart and 

will instead feel great. Looks like it's true." Alex lay in the rocky cave without moving as he felt the 

changes undergoing in his body. 

He definitely won't be able to forget the pain he went through when using the wyvern's heart the first 

time. 

Of course, Alex would be extremely happy when he can raise his strength without going through a 

painful experience. 

"So comfortable!" 

"I can feel the changes in all the tendons, muscles, and bones in my body." Alex lowered his head and 

saw the small yet startlingly fast vibrations on his skin with his naked eye. During this vibration, black 

stuff seeped out of the pores of his skin. 

This feeling was quite ethereal. 

His entire body felt cool! 

At the same time, it felt like all his skin and muscles had left their bones and gone out of control. He 

could only feel the slight, incessant vibrations as if it was a massage. 

And in Alex's body, the limitless vitality in the essence of the thousand-year willow heart virtually 

instantly combined into every single part of Alex's body. 

This vitality caused amazing changes in the cells of Alex's bones and muscles. It was as if a small seedling 

was growing into a tree that could reach the sky. 

At this moment-- 

The countless number of cells in Alex's body were undergoing startling changes. His genes were soaring 

to perfection as they abandoned the useless parts and recombined themselves. This process was 

extremely fast, and the genes that absorbed a bit of the thousand-year willow heart changed in a special 

way. 

Their liveliness was increasing rapidly. 

With this liveliness, his entire body was improving extremely quickly. 



His tendons seemed to have completely transformed, and his skin and muscles were still changing 

dramatically. And yet, this process didn't give Alex even the slightest bit of pain. He only felt relaxed, 

very relaxed, as if he was receiving a massage. 

In his realm of consciousness. 

In his limitless realm of consciousness, the dark golden ball representing his Spiritual Force was currently 

rotating rapidly as it let out energy. The realm of consciousness was filled with mist and, in this 

neverending mist, large amounts of liquid were being produced, as if they were drops of dew. This rate 

of improvement has never been heard of before. 

Alex's body level was improving. 

And, as a result, his spiritual force crazily increased as his body was able to handle more. 

Half an hour later, his transformation stopped. 

BOOM! 

There was a huge explosion and Alex was floating in the air like a deity. 

He could feel powerful strength coursing through him as he punched the air, shattering it. 
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''Not bad, this is indeed a treasure.'' Alex could not hide his joy as he clenched his fist repeatedly. 

Powerful! 

A feeling of unrivaled power! 

Still, Alex wasn't satisfied and desired more, his greediness knew no bounds. 

Whoosh! 

Alex went along the tunnel as he charged towards the rock beside the underground river. He used his 

spiritual force to float a gigantic ball of water in front of him as he swiftly cleaned his entire body and his 

clothes (Loki) 

"Time to go!" 

In just three minutes, he ferociously soared up. 

RUMBLE~~ 

He broke past layer after layer of rock as he swiftly charged toward the surface. 

It was still nighttime on the misty island; mist emanated everywhere. 

After charging out the surface. 

"There are sounds of people fighting over there.'' 



Alex smiled as he walked over step by step, he was indeed headed towards the direction of the nine 

willow trees. 

"Who would've thought that they still haven't been able to cut all the willow trees down in half an 

hour." 

The place where he popped out was at least 1,000 meters away from the nine willow trees. 

However, on the extremely silent island, the crazy attacks of Lloyd, Gregory, etc. produced sonic booms, 

which made it easy for Alex to find them. 

"Oh!" Alex looked closely. 

As of now, eight out of nine willow trees have fallen and the 'thousand-year willow hearts' have been 

taken out of their split trunks. The only one remaining was the willow tree king. The willow tree king 

with a trunk that's over three meters in diameter. There were already six javelins stuck in the main trunk 

of the willow tree king. 

The willow tree king had hundreds of dark golden branches surrounding the six javelins. 

"Lloyd's six javelins are all inside the willow tree king's trunk." Alex watched from afar. After his 

transformation, his sight improved by a lot, at least two times better than before. 

"The javelins are stuck in the trunk and are wrapped around by the dark golden branches, so it'll be hard 

to retrieve them." 

And the three people with Chaos armors, Lloyd, Gregory, and Ethan, were currently crazily attacking. 

"The willow tree king's trunk is damaged and weakened, hurry!" Lloyd, who had some traces of blood on 

the side of his mouth, yelled. The daggers in his two hands crazily danced. The dark golden branches 

were much slower than before, so he slashed through a huge amount of dark golden branches. 

However, there were just too many. 

"Break!" Gregory roared. 
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Alex smiled as he walked over step by step, he was indeed headed towards the direction of the nine 

willow trees. 

"Who would've thought that they still haven't been able to cut all the willow trees down in half an 

hour." 

The place where he popped out was at least 1,000 meters away from the nine willow trees. 

However, on the extremely silent island, the crazy attacks of Lloyd, Gregory, etc. produced sonic booms, 

which made it easy for Alex to find them. 

"Oh!" Alex looked closely. 

As of now, eight out of nine willow trees have fallen and the 'thousand-year willow hearts' have been 

taken out of their split trunks. The only one remaining was the willow tree king. The willow tree king 



with a trunk that's over three meters in diameter. There were already six javelins stuck in the main trunk 

of the willow tree king. 

The willow tree king had hundreds of dark golden branches surrounding the six javelins. 

"Lloyd's six javelins are all inside the willow tree king's trunk." Alex watched from afar. After his 

transformation, his sight improved by a lot, at least two times better than before. 

"The javelins are stuck in the trunk and are wrapped around by the dark golden branches, so it'll be hard 

to retrieve them." 

And the three people with Chaos armors, Lloyd, Gregory, and Ethan, were currently crazily attacking. 

"The willow tree king's trunk is damaged and weakened, hurry!" Lloyd, who had some traces of blood on 

the side of his mouth, yelled. The daggers in his two hands crazily danced. The dark golden branches 

were much slower than before, so he slashed through a huge amount of dark golden branches. 

However, there were just too many. 

"Break!" Gregory roared. 

Meanwhile, Ethan crazily howled. 

''Iyaaa!" 

As if a whirlwind was closing into the willow tree king, large amounts of dark golden branches broke 

apart. 

The trunk was damaged and the speed and power of the branches were weakened by around 70%. Only 

their toughness remained. 

After weakening so much, Lloyd, Gregory, and Ethan just need time to break all of those dark golden 

branches. 

Even though these branches are long, the liquid will leak out of them once they're cut. When this 

happens, their power lowers and becomes even weaker than regular branches. 

"Hurry, while we still have time." Lloyd's eyes flashed as he yelled in a hurry. 

"After cutting down this willow tree King, we still need to go get the other spirits of mana." 

"Understood.'' 

"Understood." 

Gregory and Ethan were giving all they had as they cut down branch after branch. As for Connan, he was 

still patrolling the area, but because of the night and the mist, he had a difficult time discovering Alex, 

who was hiding in a bush over 200 meters away. 

"Haha, broke them, broke them all." 

"Haha!" 



There was lots of laughter. Even though there were so many dark golden branches, they couldn't stand 

against the crazy attacks of three powerful rankers. Finally, all of the dark golden branches were broken, 

liquid leaking out of each of them. The damaged dark golden branches were weakened greatly, so they 

no longer posed a threat to them. 
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"Attack the trunk!" 

"Cut it down!" 

Lloyd, Gregory, and Ethan crazily charged. 

"Connan, come!" Lloyd yelled. 

"Coming!" the savage brute Connan also excitedly charged over to help. 

The gigantic willow tree king with a trunk of over three meters in diameter couldn't fight back at all. 

Since it couldn't move, it could only let the four humans attack it. After pulling out the six javelins, Lloyd 

started crazily cutting at the places the javelins pierced. Attacking from the inside makes it easier. 

After they cut over and over again, the toughness of the willow tree king's trunk seemed to lower. 

Chichi~ 

The large amounts of willow branches started withering swiftly. The entire trunk of the willow tree king 

started rapidly losing its vitality. Even the naked eye could see how quickly it was losing its life. As it lost 

its life, its defensive capabilities weakened. 

BOOM! 

The entire willow tree king slowly fell over. The gigantic willow tree king smashed into some trees and 

plants beside it, and with a rumble, it fell onto the ground of the misty island. 

"Haha, finally succeeded" 

"Hurry, find the ten thousand-year willow heart." Ll6 and the others were extremely excited. They spent 

over 10 times more effort to cut down this one willow tree king than to cut down all the other eight 

willow trees combined! 

Alex has already observed for over 10 minutes in the distance. 

"Hehe..." 

"Good thing my transformation only took 30 minutes so I could see them cut down the willow tree king 

in time.'' He let out an evil smile. 

RUMBLE!!! 

The rumbling wouldn't stop! 

Those group of people were currently slashing at the trunk of the willow tree king. 



"Hurry, hurry, and find it." Lloyd and the others wanted to find the ten thousand-year willow heart in 

the trunk. 

"Hm?" Lloyd's spread-out spiritual force felt someone enter. He couldn't help but be shocked as he 

turned his head. What was seen 100 meters away was Alex dressed in all black. He slowly walked out of 

the mist of the night as he headed towards them. 

Connan, Ethan, and Gregory also discovered this. 

"You bastard!!!" Gregory's eyes immediately burst with ferocity. 

"Long time no see!" Alex smiled as he looked at them. 

Lloyd looked at Alex as he sneered. 

''You rat. If you hid underground, with your abilities, even I wouldn't be able to catch you. And yet you 

surfaced, how foolish." 

Connan and Ethan also sneered, finding Alex's bravado as foolish. 

Nobody in Lloyd's trio is weaker than Gregory. 

The three of them with Gregory, would this combination of four fear Alex? 

"Or could it be that you used the thousand-year willow heart to strengthen yourself and give you the 

confidence that you're invincible?" Lloyd asked with a sneer. 

Ignoring their sneers Alex announced. 

"Thanks for helping me cut down the willow tree King." 

He smiled, "That saved me a lot of effort." 

BOOM! 

He left behind an afterimage as he charged towards the willow tree king. 

"KILL HIM!" Lloyd immediately understood his intentions and roared. 

"Die for me!!!" Gregory roared as he charged first with his blades in both hands. 

There seemed to be a burning fire in his eyes. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Six throwing knives! 

Like six black lightning bolts, even Gregory couldn't dodge them under this distance. But why would he 

dodge? He was completely covered in dark gray armor and only his eyes and nose were slightly 

revealed. With his ability, he definitely wouldn't allow anyone to hit such a small target. 

The Chaos Armor. 

RUMBLE~ 



Six throwing knives all hit Gregory! 

Alex, who was at the False God coupled with his powerful physics and new Asura's bloodline, possessed 

incredible and horrifying strength. 

One throwing knife's power is close to 300,000 kg! 

Six throwing knives! 

Added together, is over 1,800,000 kg! 

Just imagining this hit you could send a shiver down your spine. Even though Demigods generally 

possess powerful physics, False God even more, there is still a limit to how much one can handle. 

Upon getting hit by Alex's six throwing knives, it would be like getting hit by a meteorite. 

"BOOM!" 

Gregory was blown off his feet and flew backward at a startling speed. At the same time, he smashed 

into Ethan behind him and even tumbled a few times in the air as he flew a few hundred meters away. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The six throwing knives that were as fast as lightning and as heavy as mountains smashed Lloyd, whose 

face was full of shock, away. 

Alex landed beside the willow tree trunk and his six throwing knives crazily smashed the trunk. The trunk 

already lost most of its vitality and was extremely weak, so it quickly blew up. A green thing with hints of 

gold flew up and was immediately wrapped around by his spiritual force as his spiritual force retrieved 

it. 

This was an oval-shaped crystal that was as large as a fist. Inside the crystal flowed some green stuff 

with hints of gold in it. Just looking at it would move one's heart. 

"Ten thousand year willow heart!" Alex slightly smiled as he swiftly put the ten thousand-year willow 

heart into his item box. 

Upon seeing what they worked hard to get snatched before their eyes left others fuming with rage, they 

wanted to tear Alex, this despicable young man whose handsome features hid a despicable heart, he is 

nothing but a thief. 

'Stealing, I mean Snatching other people's stuff is fun.' Alex inwardly thought and his eyes became silver 

unknowingly shining with endless desire for plunder treasure, he was not satisfied. 

''Hehehehe! Give me all your valuables!" 

Alex laughed loudly. 

BOOM! 

The sound of a sonic boom rose as he stepped on the ground, and he charged at an incredible speed 

towards the place where Gregory landed. He was his first target. 
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''BOOM!" 

Gregory was blown off his feet and flew backward at a startling speed. At the same time, he smashed 

into Ethan behind him and even tumbled a few times in the air as he flew a few hundred meters away. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

The six throwing knives that were as fast as lightning and as heavy as mountains smashed Lloyd, whose 

face was full of shock, away. 

Alex landed beside the willow tree trunk and his six throwing knives crazily smashed the trunk. The trunk 

already lost most of its vitality and was extremely weak, so it quickly blew up. A green thing with hints of 

gold flew up and was immediately wrapped around by his spiritual force as his spiritual force retrieved 

it. 

This was an oval-shaped crystal that was as large as a fist. Inside the crystal flowed some green stuff 

with hints of gold in it. Just looking at it would move one's heart. 

"Ten thousand year willow heart!" Alex slightly smiled as he swiftly put the ten thousand-year willow 

heart into his item box. 

Upon seeing what they worked hard to get snatched before their eyes left others fuming with rage, they 

wanted to tear Alex, this despicable young man whose handsome features hid a despicable heart, he is 

nothing but a thief. 

'Stealing, I mean Snatching other people's stuff is fun.' Alex inwardly thought and his eyes became silver 

unknowingly shining with endless desire for plunder treasure, he was not satisfied. 

''Hehehehe! Give me all your valuables!" 

Alex laughed loudly. 

BOOM! 

The sound of a sonic boom rose as he stepped on the ground, and he charged at an incredible speed 

towards the place where Gregory landed. He was his first target. 

In the distance. 

Gregory, Lloyd, Connan, and Ethan were running like mad. 

"This madman is chasing after us." Lloyd's face changed. 

Gregory knew was the first target so he hurriedly said while sprinting: "Lloyd, the four of us can 

cooperate and get rid of this madman!" 

"Sorry!" 

Lloyd slightly smiled and then signaled with his eyes toward Connan and Ethan. The three of them have 

been through who knows how many battles together, so of course they understood what Lloyd meant. 



Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Lloyd, Ethan, and Connan. These three powerful rankers made a sharp turn to the left at virtually the 

same time as they sprinted away. They split up with Gregory in an instant. 
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??? 

Lloyd and the others started slowing down after splitting up with Li Yao. 

"Phew!" Lloyd let out a sigh of relief. 

"That madman did go after Gregory and not us.'' Lloyd looked behind him and spoke. His spiritual force 

strived to release to a distance of 150 meters and discovered nothing. 

Ethan sneered on the side: "That idiot it's his fault, he was looking for it!" 

The sonic booms in the quiet night were especially obvious. 

''Lloyd, how come we aren't helping Gregory?" Connan frowned. 

"Help him, why would we help him?" Lloyd scoffed. After that, he became serious, "Connan, even if we 

wanted to help him, we can't. You need to understand that madman is stronger than me on top of being 

a telekinesis user.'' 

Connan and Ethan looked at Lloyd with surprise. Ethan couldn't help but to say. 

"Lloyd, even you aren't his opponent?" 

He couldn't believe it, to him Lloyd was really strong to the point he started to worship him like an 

invincible excite below Lord Bahamut and Numbers 1 to 3. 

''Yes I'm afraid I'm not his opponent and before you go suggesting using numbers against him then I can 

say it won't work.'' 

Connan and Ethan looked at each other before shaking their heads, it was exactly what they wanted to 

suggest. 

''Let's use our time to get some more spirits of mana and then leave later." Lloyd said quietly, 

"Remember, we don't have to walk too quickly. Don't make too much noise, or else that madman might 

come after us when he hears us." 

Connan and Ethan nodded seriously. 

??? 

Meanwhile in Alex's location. 

RUMBLE~~" Plants shattered in the places Gregory passed, who was sprinting as fast as he could. 

Escape! 

There was only one word on Gregory's mind-- escape. 



Ever since he suffered the attack of Alex's six throwing knives, he was clear of the distance between him 

and Alex. Even Lloyd ran away from Alex, so what can Gregory do other than run? 

"Gregory stop and give me your valuables!" Alex's body was like a mirage and his eyes were like 

lightning. 

Six black lights instantly shot out from Alex and flew way faster than Luo Feng and Gregory's sprinting 

speed. These six black lights instantly covered the distance between them, which was less than 50 

meters. Before he even had the chance to dodge, the six throwing knives smashed into him. 

Each throwing knife was like a small mountain! 

Each throwing knife had an astonishing amount of piercing power! 

The black membrane on Gregory's body slightly sank, but wasn't pierced by the throwing knives. 

However, the horrifying force of impact from the six throwing knives wasn't to be taken lightly. 

RUMBLE~ 

Gregory was blasted away but swiftly started sprinting away again. He used this force of impact to 

increase the distance between him and Luo Feng. 

"What's going on?" 

〖It is simply because of his armor.〗Silveria answered Alex's doubt and he was inwardly shocked at 

how sturdy this armor was. 

"Thankfully I have my Chaos Armor on, or else I would've died already." a bit of blood could be seen at 

the side of Alex's mouth as he sprinted as fast as possible. However, his powerful body was swiftly 

recovering. Gregory only needs a bit of time to recover most of the injuries he receives from zlecs6 

attacks, so all the way until now. 

Gregory only spit out a few mouthfuls of blood. 

"The defensive capabilities of the Chaos Armor is incredible. No wonder even powerful monsters can't 

pierce through it and can only rely on impacts.'' Gregory thought to himself. 

The Chaos Armor was extremely mysterious. 

The material it's made out of is extremely tough! 

Its toughness means that no matter how sharp a weapon is, it'll never be able to pierce through! And 

not only this any force of impact, after being transferred through the Chaos Armor, will weaken by 90%! 

In other words, after going through the Chaos Armor the originally 1,800,000 kg would be reduced to 

180,000 kg. 

And this 180,000 kg is spread out across Gregory's entire body. 

If a force of impact of 180,000 kg was focused on a single spot, it would gravely injure an advanced-level 

Demigod. But once it's spread out across the entire body, then Gregory doesn't care anymore. 

Alex was having fun so he decided to keep up. 



The six throwing knives hit Gregory once again. This time the muscular man didn't use the force of 

impact to run in a straight line, but used it to make a sharp turn instead and Alex, who had been chasing 

for a while, thought that Gregory would keep running in a straight line, so he continued to charge 

forward. 

By the time he came back, the distance between the two of them had already surpassed Alex's 

restricted Divine Sense's range because of their amazing speed. 

Alex was not in a hurry to catch Gregory, it was like a game of cat and mouse. 

He leaped into the air and stepped onto his Heaven Soaring Shuttle. He instantly flew up to an altitude 

of 100 to 200 meters. 

He looked down from above and spread out his Divine Sense while listening closely. 

"BOOM!" 

A weak sound carried from afar. 

"Hm? There's a sound!" Alex's eyes flashed and, with a thought, instantly flew over there. 

He drew across an arc as he landed. 

At this moment, Lloyd, Connan, and Blood Shadow Ethan were currently surrounding two golden yellow 

weeds as they swiftly dug the dirt beneath them. 

"Hey, what're you guys up to?" A sound rose. 

Lloyd and the others' faces changed. They turned their heads Alex, who was standing on his Heaven 

Soaring Shuttle, slowly descended as he smiled at Lloyd and the others. Lloyd and the others cursed in 

their hearts, wasn't this Alex supposed to be chasing that muscular man, that idiot Gregory? Even if they 

made some sounds, they shouldn't have attracted Alex's attention. 

They didn't want to make any sounds at all, but how can you not make any sounds when fighting with 

spirits of nature? 

"Go!" Lloyd howled. 

The three of them immediately sprinted away. 

"Hmph, that Gregory has a Chaos Armor set, so I can't attack a turtle with its head tucked in. Two out of 

the three of you have Chaos Armor sets, but after all one of you doesn't.'' Alex's gaze locked onto the 

savage brute--Connan, and let out a smile. 

Whoosh! 

He directly chased after the savage brute Connan. 

 


